
Kindergarten 

Curriculum Overview 

 

ELA-In our English Language Arts program you will find it is all inclusive.  It covers reading, 

writing, high-frequency words and handwriting.  Our program builds beginning in PreK all the 

way through second grade.  It also includes lessons for the slower learner as well as the more 

advanced learner.  ELA Text: Superkids Reading Program 

Math-Our math program is very hands on.  It comes with many manipulatives.  There are 

lessons for the average student as well as the slower and advanced learners.  It covers skills and 

concepts that enable them to count through 100, compare numbers, understand addition and 

subtraction, identify two and three dimensional shapes, solve simple story problems, and 

recognize and build patterns.  Math Text: McGraw-Hill 

Religion-Our religion program has a variety of lessons with a strong Catholic identity.   They 

cover things like morals and values, bible stories, saints, Mary, liturgical holidays, the rosary etc.  

There also is a follow up workbook that reviews what has been taught.  We have a Promise 

magazine that we use on Fridays.  The lessons in the magazine go along with the Gospel reading 

for the upcoming Sunday.  Religion: Sadlier    

Social Studies-Our social studies program covers topics like families, communities, jobs, 

geography, citizenship etc.  Many of these topics tie in with our religion.  Each topic has a 

variety of ideas that meet the many learning styles of the students.  We have a Scholastic News 

magazine that we read every week which connects with topics in our social studies.  Social 

Studies: Pearson 

Science-Students learn concepts and skills in life, earth, and physical science through an inquiry 

based approach.  There are a variety of whole-class and small-group activities that introduce 

concepts and provide opportunities for children to work together to investigate and then 

communicate their ideas and discoveries.  These science inquiry skills will help the students 

toward continued work in science.  Science: Pearson 

 

 

 

 


